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Tight small Seifert fibered manifolds with e0 D�2

BÜLENT TOSUN

We provide the classification of tight contact structures on some small Seifert fibered
manifolds. As an application of this classification, combined with work of Lekili,
we obtain infinitely many counterexamples to a question of Honda, Kazez and Matić
that asks whether a right-veering, nondestabilizable open book necessarily supports a
tight contact structure.

57M50; 53D10

1 Introduction

The classification of tight contact structures on a given closed, oriented 3–manifold is
still one of the main and widely open problems of three-dimensional contact geometry.
Deep work of Colin, Giroux and Honda in [1] proves that a closed, oriented, atoroidal
3–manifold has finitely many tight contact structures up to contact isotopy. Conversely,
every closed, oriented, irreducible, toroidal 3–manifold has infinitely many tight
contact structures up to contact isotopy. In particular, in the case of closed, oriented
Seifert fibered manifolds, if the base orbifold has positive genus or if the number
of singular fibers is greater than three — so, in both cases, the manifold contains a
(vertical) incompressible torus — then there are infinitely many tight contact structures
on the manifold up to contact isotopy. Finally, in [30], the existence question for tight
contact structures on the remaining Seifert fibered manifolds was resolved by Lisca
and Stipsicz, who proved that, except for a small infinite family, all others admit tight
contact structures.

In this paper we are interested in the classification problem of tight contact structures on
small Seifert fibered manifolds, that is, the Seifert fibered manifolds over S2 with three
singular fibers. Such manifolds, by using normalized Seifert invariants, are denoted by
M DM.e0I r1; r2; r3/, where the integer Euler number e0.M / 2 Z is an invariant of
the Seifert fibration once we require ri 2Q\ .0; 1/. The manifold M.e0I r1; r2; r3/ is
also described by the surgery diagram in Figure 1. The manifold M.e0I r1; r2; r3/ is
an irreducible, atoroidal rational homology sphere, except possibly in the degenerate
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Figure 1: The manifold M.e0I r1; r2; r3/ . Small unknots in the surgery
diagram give rise to singular fibers of Seifert fibration.

situation r1C r2C r3D�e0 : in this case M contains a nonseparating, incompressible,
horizontal surface, and is therefore a bundle over S1 with periodic monodromy (see
Hatcher [18, Proposition 1.11]). Note that the normalized Seifert invariants clearly
satisfy 0< r1C r2C r3 < 3, so M can be a surface bundle only when e0D�2 or �1.
Our ability to classify tight contact structures on M.e0I r1; r2; r3/ depends crucially
on the value of r1C r2C r3 .

The aforementioned result of Colin, Giroux and Honda says that unless the small
Seifert fibered space is also a torus bundle over the circle, the number of tight contact
structures it can admit, up to isotopy, is finite. Hence, if e0 ¤�1;�2, then there are
always finitely many isotopy classes of tight contact structures. The classification of
tight contact structures on M.e0I r1; r2; r3/ for e0 � �3 and e0 > 0 was completed
by Wu [37]. The case e0 D 0 was completed by Ghiggini, Lisca and Stipsicz [10].
The cases e0 D �1;�2 are incomplete; only some partial results are available, due
to Ghiggini, Lisca and Stipsicz [11] in case of e0 D �1 and Ghiggini [7] in case
of e0 D �2. The purpose of this paper is to study the classification of tight contact
structures on M.�2I r1; r2; r3/. The classification on such manifolds was initiated
in [7], where Ghiggini among other things gave the classification of tight contact
structures on those M.�2I r1; r2; r3/ which are L–spaces. In this paper we generalize
his result to some M.�2I r1; r2; r3/ that are not L–spaces. First we set some notation.

For each of the rational numbers r1 , r2 and r3 in .0; 1/ we write

(1-1) �
1

ri
D Œai

0; a
i
1; : : : ; a

i
ni
�D ai

0�
1

ai
1
�

1

: : : �
1

ai
ni
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for some uniquely determined integers

ai
0; a

i
1; : : : ; a

i
ni
� �2 for i D 1; 2; 3:

Let T .ri/ denote

T .ri/D

ˇ̌̌̌ niY
kD0

.ai
k C 1/

ˇ̌̌̌
:

Recall that we are using the normalized Seifert invariants, that is, ri 2Q\ .0; 1/, and
hence 0< r1C r2C r3 < 3. We state our first result.

Theorem 1.1 If

(1) r1C r2C r3 �
9
4

;

(2) r1C r2C r3 < 2;

(3) r1 D
1
2

, r2 D
2
3

and r3 D
k

kC1
for k � 6

holds, then the manifold M.�2I r1; r2; r3/ admits exactly T .r1/T .r2/T .r3/ isotopy
classes of tight contact structures, all of which are Stein fillable. The explicit Stein
filling can be described by Legendrian surgery on all possible Legendrian realizations of
the link (after converting each �1=ri –framed unknot component to a link of ai

j –framed
unknots with the help of equation (1-1) in Figure 3).

The third part of Theorem 1.1 indicates that the bounds on the sum of the Seifert invari-
ants in the previous two are not necessarily sharp. On the other hand, our next result
shows that the classification scheme for M.�2I r1; r2; r3/ with 2� r1C r2C r3 <

9
4

is much more complicated.

Theorem 1.2 The manifold M
�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; 5nC1

6nC1

�
for n� 1 admits exactly 1

2
n.nC 1/

isotopy classes of tight contact structures, which are all homotopic and strongly fillable.
On the other hand, at least n of them are Stein fillable, and when n is even at least n

2

of the remaining ones are not Stein fillable.

Remark 1.3 As mentioned above the manifolds M.�2I r1; r2; r3/ with r1Cr2Cr3D2

are particularly interesting, as they also enjoy a (unique) surface bundle structure over
the circle. One can easily determine the fiber genus from the Seifert invariants. For
example, the manifolds M

�
�2I 1

2
; 3

4
; 3

4

�
, M

�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; 5

6

�
and M

�
�2I 2

3
; 2

3
; 2

3

�
are the

only torus bundles over the circle. Our finiteness result in Theorem 1.1 of course cannot
include these sporadic cases. We only comment that the classification of tight contact
structures on these manifolds is given independently by Honda in [20] and Giroux
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Figure 2: The open book .†; �k/ on the Seifert fibered manifolds M
�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; k

kC1

�
.

in [16]. According to that classification each of these manifolds carries infinitely many
tight contact structures, distinguished by their Giroux torsion. Among them there is a
unique one with Giroux torsion zero; all others have positive Giroux torsion. A result
of Gay in [4] proves that positive Giroux torsion is an obstruction to (strong) fillability
(see Ghiggini, Honda and Van Horn-Morris [9]), so these manifolds can admit at most
one Stein fillable tight structure. On the other hand one can easily see an explicit Stein
fillable tight structure from Figure 1 on each of these manifolds. The remaining surface
bundles are of higher genus and necessarily have periodic monodromy. In particular,
they do carry finitely many tight contact structures. Unfortunately we do not have a
technique yet to address the classification on such manifolds.

By using Theorem 1.1(3), we can extend work of Lekili in [26, Theorem 1.2] to provide
an infinite family of examples of right-veering mapping classes on the four-holed sphere
† each of which is nondestabilizable and yet supports an overtwisted contact structure.
These examples then provide an infinite family of counterexamples for a conjecture of
Honda, Kazez and Matić in [21]. See Lisca [27], Kazez and Roberts [25] and Ito and
Kawamuro [22] for more such examples.

Corollary 1.4 For each k � 6, there are open books .†; �k/ on the Seifert fibered
manifolds M

�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; k

kC1

�
, where the mapping classes �k D tkC1

a t2
b

tc td t�2
e are

right-veering, cannot be destabilized and support overtwisted contact structures. (See
Figure 2.)

Proof Lekili proves that the mapping classes �k D tkC1
a t2

b
tc td t�2

e are right-veering
and nondestabilizable. Moreover he proves [26, Proposition 3.2] that the contact
invariants c.�.†;�k// of the corresponding contact structures vanish. In particular,
the contact structures �.†;�k/ cannot be Stein fillable. It is not difficult to check
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Figure 3: The manifold M.�2I r1; r2; r3/ , where �1=ri D Œa
i
0; a

i
1; : : : ; a

i
ni
� .

that the open book smoothly describes the manifold M
�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; k

kC1

�
on which, by

Theorem 1.1(3) above, for each k � 6 there is exactly one tight contact structure which
is Stein fillable.
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2 Preliminaries

In this section, assuming the reader is familiar with convex surface theory of Giroux [14],
we will list some results regarding bypasses and their consequences due to Honda [19].
These results will be used again and again in the rest of the paper.
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We first recall the twisting number, which is an invariant in the classification of the
tight structures on Seifert fibered manifolds.

Let � be a tight structure on a Seifert fibered manifold and L be a Legendrian knot
(smoothly) isotopic to a regular fiber of the Seifert fibration. Let � denote this smooth
isotopy. The twisting number t.L; �/ is defined as the difference between contact
framing and the framing induced by the Seifert fibration. The maximal twisting number
of the contact structure � is defined to be t.�/ D max� minft.L; �/; 0g. Wu [37,
Theorem 1.3] proved that t.�/<0 for any tight contact structure � on M.�2I r1; r2; r3/.
The same result was also obtained by Ghiggini [7, Corollary 4.6] and independently by
Massot [31, Theorem B].

We now return to describe the effect of bypass attachment in terms of the Farey
tessellation of the hyperbolic unit disk.

Theorem 2.1 (the Farey tessellation [19]) Let T be a convex torus in standard form
with j�T j D 2, dividing slope s and ruling slope r ¤ s . Let D be a bypass for T

attached to the front of T along a ruling curve. Let T 0 be the torus obtained from T by
attaching the bypass D. Then j�T 0 j D 2 and the dividing slope s0 of �T 0 is determined
as follows: let Œr; s� be the arc on @D (where D is the disc model of the hyperbolic
plane) running from r counterclockwise to s , then s0 is the point in Œr; s� closest to r

with an edge to s . If the bypass is attached to the back of T then the same algorithm
works except one uses the interval Œs; r � on @D .

We now recall a standard way to find bypasses.

Theorem 2.2 (the imbalance principle [19]) Suppose that † and †0 are two disjoint
convex surfaces and A is a convex annulus whose interior is disjoint from † and †0 but
its boundary is Legendrian with one component on each surface. If j�† �@Aj> j�†0 �@Aj
then there will be a dividing curve on A that cuts a disk off of A that has part of its
boundary on †, and hence a bypass for † on A.

Theorem 2.3 (the twist number lemma [19]) Consider a Legendrian curve L with
twisting number n, relative to a fixed framing and a standard tubular neighborhood V

of L with boundary slope 1
n

. If there exists a bypass D which is attached along a
Legendrian ruling curve of slope r , and 1

r
� nC 1, then there exists a Legendrian

curve with larger twisting number isotopic (but not Legendrian isotopic) to L.
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Theorem 2.4 (the edge rounding lemma [19]) Let †1 and †2 be convex surfaces
with collared Legendrian boundary which intersect transversely inside the ambient
contact manifold along a common boundary Legendrian curve. Assume the neigh-
borhood of the common boundary Legendrian is locally isomorphic to the neighbor-
hood N� D fx

2 C y2 � �g of M D R2 � .R=Z/ with coordinates .x;y; z/ and
contact 1–form ˛ D sin.2�nz/ dx C cos.2�nz/ dy for some n 2 ZC , and that
†1 \N� D fx D 0; 0 � y � �g and †2 \N� D fy D 0; 0 � x � �g. If we join
†1 and †2 along x D y D 0 and round the common edge so that the orientations
of †1 and †2 are compatible and induce the same orientation after rounding, the
resulting surface is convex, and the dividing curve z D k

2n
on †1 will connect to the

dividing curve z D k
2n
�

1
4n

on †2 , where k D 0; : : : ; 2n� 1.

Theorem 2.4 says if the convex surfaces †1 and †2 are positioned so that †2 is to
the right (left) of †1 , then, after rounding the corner, the dividing curves of †1 move
up (down) to connect up the dividing curves of †2 (see Figure 2 in [12]).

3 Proof of Theorem 1.1

We first provide some basic facts about continued fractions, and set up our framing
convention.

3.1 Continued fractions

A simple fact for the Farey graph says that two points on @D correspond to an integral
basis of Z2 if and only if there is an edge in the Farey tessellation connecting them.
Using this fact and a simple induction argument we obtain the following lemma (see
[37, Lemma 3.1]):

Lemma 3.1 Suppose

(3-1) �
qi

pi
D Œai

0; a
i
1; : : : ; a

i
ni
�D ai

0�
1

ai
1
�

1

: : : �
1

ai
ni

for some uniquely determined integers

ai
0; a

i
1; : : : ; a

i
ni
� �2 for i D 1; 2; 3:

Then:
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(1) For each i D 1; 2; 3, the numbers �vi=ui D Œa
i
0
; ai

1
; : : : ; ai

ni�1
� satisfy pi �

ui > 0, qi � vi > 0 and pivi � qiui D 1.

(2) .pi � qi/=.vi �ui/D Œa
i
ni
; ai

ni�1
; : : : ; ai

0
C 1�.

3.2 Framing

We now specify our framing convention. Let M D M.p1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ be
a Seifert fibered space over S2 with three singular fibers where pi=qi 2 Q are
unnormalized Seifert invariants. For the surgery description of M, take e0 D 0

and allow the surgery coefficients �qi=pi be any rational numbers in Figure 1. Let
Vi ŠD2 �S1 denote a tubular neighborhood of the singular fibers Fi for i D 1; 2; 3,
and choose identifications @Vi Š R2=Z2 such that .1; 0/T is the direction of the
meridian and .0; 1/T is the direction of a longitude. We have that M nV1[V2[V3

is diffeomorphic to † � S1 , where † is a pair of pants, and choose an identifica-
tion �@.M n Vi/ Š R2=Z2 by setting .0; 1/T as the direction of the S1 fiber and
.1; 0/T as the direction given by �@.pt � †/. We then obtain the Seifert fibered
manifold M as M Š .†� S1/[.A1[A2[A3/ .V1 [ V2 [ V3/, where the attaching
maps Ai W @Vi!�@.†�S1/i are given by

Ai D

�
qi vi

�pi �ui

�
for some ui and vi such that pivi � qiui D 1:

Proof of Theorem 1.1 We consider the manifold M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ as
in Figure 1, where pi=qi 2 Q \ .0; 1/. For the rest of the paper we assume that
0 < p1=q1 � p2=q2 � p3=q3 < 1. We first note that, by applying positive Rolfsen
twists to the unknots in the surgery diagram for M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ with
framing �q2=p2 and �q3=p3 , one can obtain that M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/Š

M.p1=q1;�.q2�p2/=q2;�.q3�p3/=q3/.

If M DM.p1=q1;�.q2�p2/=q2;�.q3�p3/=q3/ is endowed with a contact structure,
we can isotope each singular fiber Fi to be Legendrian with twisting number ki<0, and
take Vi to be its standard neighborhood with slope.�@Vi

/D 1=ki — in particular, with
our framing convention above, the slope 1=ki on @Vi corresponds to the vector .ki ; 1/

T .
The attaching maps Ai W @Vi!�@.†�S1/i are given by

A1 D

�
q1 v1

�p1 �u1

�
; A2 D

�
q2 v2

q2�p2 v2�u2

�
; A3 D

�
q3 v3

q3�p3 v3�u3

�
;

where �qi=pi D Œa
i
0
; ai

1
; : : : ; ai

ni
� and �vi=ui D Œa

i
0
; ai

1
; : : : ; ai

ni�1
� as in Lemma 3.1.
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When measured in �@.M nVi/, the slopes become

s1 D
�p1k1�u1

q1k1C v1

D�
p1

q1

C
1

q1.k1q1C v1/
;

s2 D
.q2�p2/k2C .v2�u2/

q2k2C v2

;

s3 D
.q3�p3/k3C .v3�u3/

q3k3C v3

:

So, k1 < 0 implies that �1 D b�p1=q1c < s1 < �p1=q1 and ki < 0 implies that
0D b.qi �pi/=qic � si < .qi �pi/=qi for i D 2; 3.

In what follows we prove that by finding enough bypasses we can thicken the Vi to
have boundary slopes s1 D�1 and s2 D s3 D 0.

First note that after a small isotopy in the neighborhood Vi , we can make the ruling
curves on �@.M nVi/ have infinite slope; in short these curves will be called vertical.
Let A be an annulus with boundary being Legendrian vertical ruling curves along V1

and V2 ; such an annulus in short will be called vertical. Note that since t.�/ < 0,
we can make A convex. Moreover, @A intersects �@.MnV1/ and �@.MnV2/ exactly
2.q1k1C v1/ and 2.q2k2C v2/ times, respectively. There are two cases.

Case 1 If q1k1Cv1¤q2k2Cv2 , the dividing set of A, by the imbalance principle, has
at least one boundary parallel arc, which bounds a bypass disk, on the @V1 and/or @V2

side. By attaching this bypass, we can increase the twisting numbers n1 and n2

incrementally by the twist number lemma. As long as we remain under Case 1, we can
continue this process and increase twisting numbers n1 and n2 up to �1 because of
our choice of ruling slopes and the twist number lemma.

Case 2 If q1k1C v1 D q2k2C v2 and the annulus A has no boundary parallel arcs,
then we cut along A and round the corners by using the edge rounding lemma. To
this end, observe first that a neighborhood of M n .V1[V2[A/ is a solid torus with
four edges. By rounding these edges we obtain a smooth torus @.M nV1[V2[A/
that is isotopic to a neighborhood of F3 , and identify this torus with R2=Z2 in the
same way as @.M nV3/. We can use the edge rounding lemma to compute the slope
of the convex boundary: Each rounding between �@.M nV1/ or �@.M nV2/ and A
changes the slope by an amount of �1=2.2.q1k1C v1// (here we use the assumption
that q1k1C v1 D q2k2C v2 ). Since there are four edges to round, we compute the
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slope on the @.M nV1[V2[A/ as

s.�@.MnV1[V2[A//D�
p1k1Cu1

q1k1Cv1

C
.q2�p2/k2Cv2�u2

q2k2Cv2

�
1

q1k1Cv1

D�
p1k1Cu1

q1k1Cv1

C
.q2�p2/.q1k1Cv1�v2/=q2Cv2�u2

q1k1Cv1

�
1

q1k1Cv1

D
.q1q2�q1p2�p1q2/k1Cv1q2�v1p2�u1q2�q2C1

q1q2k1Cv1q2

D
˛

ˇ
:

When measured in @V3 we get

(3-2) sk1
D s.�@V3

/DA�1
3 .�ˇ; ˛/D

.Ak1CF /q3

.C k1CD/v3

;

where

AD
p1

q1

C
p2

q2

C
p3

q3

�2; C D 2�
p1

q1

�
p2

q2

�
u3

v3

;

F D

�
p3

q3

C
p2

q2

�2

�
v1

q1

C
u1q2Cq2�1

q1q2

; DD

�
2�

p2

q2

�
u3

v3

�
v1

q1

�
u1q2Cq2�1

q1q2

:

Note that by our assumption in Theorem 1.1 we will consider only the following cases:

(1) A� 1
4

(which implies C < 0).

(2) A< 0 (which implies C > 0).

(3) p1=q1 D
1
2

, p2=q2 D
2
3

and p3=q3 D k=.kC 1/ with k � 6.

Before analyzing the cases above in detail we make the following observation which
will help us to bypass much of calculations (in particular for (2) and (3)).

3.3 Key shortcut

Suppose, for any k1 < 0, we find a convex neighborhood of F3 in V3 with slope
.p3 � q3/=.v3 � u3/. For notational ease we continue denoting this neighborhood
by V3 . Now, the slope, when measured in �@.M nV3/, becomes s3D 0. In particular,
there is a Legendrian curve L isotopic to a regular fiber with twisting �1, which is the
maximal twisting of a tight contact structure � on M [7, Corollary 4.6]. We shall use
this information to find thickenings of V1 and V2 such that their boundary slopes are
s1 D�1 and s2 D 0. We first put a vertical annulus A between V1 and V3 such that
@AD F1[L. Note that �A cannot have boundary parallel curves on the V3 side. On
the other hand, since jq1k1C v1j> 1 whenever k1 < �1, there are boundary parallel
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curves in the dividing set of A on the V1 side. By attaching bypasses along those
boundary parallel arcs, we can increase the twisting number up to k1 D�1. If we still
have jv1�q1j>1, then there are more bypasses. We keep attaching these bypasses until
s1D�1 or jv1�q1jD1. The latter possibility implies that jp1�u1jD1, as 0<p1<q1 ,
0<u1<v1 and p1v1�u1q1D1. So, in either case we can thicken V1 so that s1D�1.
Similar arguments show that we can thicken V2 so that s2 D 0. Hence we conclude
that M.p1=q1; .q2 � p2/=q2; .q3 � p3/=q3/ D † � S1 [A1[A2[A3

.V1 [ V2 [ V3/

with s1D�1 and s2D s3D 0 measuring in �@.M nVi/ for i D 1; 2; 3. We will now
count the total possible number of tight contact structures, up to isotopy, on M from
each of the pieces. By [20, Lemma 5.1(3b)] there is a unique tight contact structure
on †�S1 relative to the prescribed boundary data above. By Lemma 3.1(2) the slope
of �@V1

is �
�u1 �v1

p1 q1

��
1

�1

�
D

p1� q1

v1�u1

D Œa1
n1
; a1

n1�1; : : : ; a
1
1; a

1
0C 1�:

Thus, by the classification of tight contact structures on solid tori [19, Theorem 4.16],
there are exactly j.a1

0
C1/.a1

1
C1/ � � � .a1

n1C1
/j D T .r1/ tight contact structures on V1 .

Similarly on V2 and V3 , as�
vi �ui �vi

pi � qi qi

��
1

0

�
D

pi � qi

vi �ui
D Œai

ni
; ai

ni�1; : : : ; a
i
1; a

i
0C 1� for i D 2; 3;

there are exactly T .r2/ and T .r3/ tight contact structures, respectively. Hence, under
the assumption that there is a neighborhood V3 of F3 with slope .p3�q3/=.v3�u3/,
we obtain an upper bound on the number of tight contact structure on M. Finally,
this upper bound is achieved by counting all distinct Stein fillable structures on M

[28, Theorem 1.2] which are obtained by all possible realizations of the smooth diagram
in Figure 3 by Legendrian surgeries.

Proof of (1) Let � be a tight contact structure on M with maximal twisting number
t.�/D�c < 0 with c > 0. We claim that, under the assumption

AD
p1

q1

C
p2

q2

C
p3

q3

� 2�
1

4
;

this twisting number is actually �1. We prove this by putting together some results
of Ghiggini from [7]. In [7, Proposition 2.1(1)], it was proved that if � is a tight
structure with t.�/ D �c , then for i D 1; 2; 3 there exist neighborhoods Ui of the
singular fibers Fi such that M n .U1[U2[U3/ has minimal convex boundary with
slopes s.�@.M nUi//D di=c satisfying .di ; c/D 1 and di=c < �pi=qi . Moreover,
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it was shown in [7, Proposition 2.6] that the integers d1 , d2 , d3 and c > 0 satisfy
d1Cd2Cd3D�2c�1. Using these we obtain that .�2c�1/=cD .d1Cd2Cd3/=c<

�.p1=q1C p2=q2C p3=q3/, and hence p1=q1C p2=q2C p3=q3 � 2 < 1=c . Now,
combining this last inequality with the assumption that p1=q1Cp2=q2Cp3=q3�2� 1

4
,

we obtain that c < 4. Finally, it was shown in [7, Corollary 2.7] that if t.�/ < �1

for a tight structure � on M, then it must be that t.�/ � �4. Therefore, in our case,
we obtain that c D 1 and that t.�/ D �1. In particular, any tight structure � on
M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ with p1=q1Cp2=q2Cp3=q3� 2� 1

4
has t.�/D�1.

This information together with the reasoning in Section 3.3 finishes the proof of
Theorem 1.1 for the case (1).

Proof of (2) We claim that under the assumption in the case (2), the slope sk1

in (3-2) is less than or equal to Aq3=Cv3 for all k1 < 0. To see this, we first
show that sk1

as a rational function in the variable k1 has nonpositive first deriv-
ative (indeed it is negative except when q1 D q2 D 2). To see this, we calculate
that s0

k1
D .AD � FC /q3=.C k1CD/2v3 and AD � FC D q1 � q2 � q1q2 (re-

call by definition — see (1-1) — that q1 > 1 and q2 > 1 ), and hence s0
k1
< 0 ex-

cept when q1 D q2 D 2. When q1 D q2 D 2, one can directly check that sk1
D

.p3 � q3/=.v3 � u3/ D Aq3=Cv3 . In all other cases, we have that s0
k1

is neg-
ative. Moreover, we show that under the assumption in (2) the vertical asymp-
tote �D=C of sk1

is always greater than �1. To prove this last claim, first ob-
serve that, by the definitions, and the fact that p1v1 � q1u1 D 1, we can write
DD .CCp1=q1/v1=q1�.u1q2Cq2�1/=q1q2DCv1=q1C1=q2

1
�1=q1C1=q1q2 . Sub-

stituting this in �D=C we get that �D=C D�v1=q1C.q1q2�q1�q2/=C q2
1
q2 , which

is obviously greater than �1 when C is positive, as 0<v1� q1 and q1q2�q1�q2> 0.
This, together with the fact that s0

k1
< 0, proves that sk1

� Aq3=Cv3 for all k1 < 0.
Moreover,

Aq3

Cv3

D
p3� .2�p1=q1�p2=q2/q3

.2�p1=q1�p2=q2/v3�u3

�
p3� q3

v3�u3

if p1=q1 C p2=q2 � 1. So, by using this last inequality and Theorem 4.16 of [19]
we find that there is a neighborhood V3 with s.�@V3

/ D .p3 � q3/=.v3 � u3/. In
particular, by arguments in Section 3.3 above we prove Theorem 1.1 for the case (2)
when p1=q1Cp2=q2 � 1.

We want to remark that by [29, Theorem 1.1] and [7, Theorem 1.2], we know that
M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ is an L–space if and only if there are no relatively
prime integers m > a such that 1 � p1=q1 < a=m, 1 � p2=q2 < .m � a/=m and
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Tight small Seifert fibered manifolds with e0 D�2 13

1 � p3=q3 < 1=m. From those inequalities, we easily conclude that the condition
that p1=q1C p2=q2 � 1 implies that M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ is an L–space.
In particular our result reproves the classification of tight structures on such man-
ifolds, which was first obtained by Ghiggini in [7]. But the criteria above further
tells us that for M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ to be an L–space, it is necessary that
p1=q1C p2=q2C p3=q3 < 2, and sufficient that p1=q1C p2=q2C p3=q3 �

3
2

. In
particular, the condition that p1=q1 C p2=q2 � 1 does not characterize all mani-
folds M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ which are L–spaces. It is worth noting that,
at the moment, we do not have a closed formula in terms of the Seifert invari-
ants to determine exactly which M.�2Ip1=q1;p2=q2;p3=q3/ are L–spaces when
3
2
<p1=q1Cp2=q2Cp3=q3< 2 (see [24] for more on this problem and its complexity).

So it is left to analyze the case (2) when p1=q1Cp2=q2 > 1. We first give an explicit
demonstration of the classification of tight contact structures on a particular family of
small Seifert fibered spaces of interest which are not L–spaces: Mr DM

�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; r
�
,

where r D p=q 2 Q\
�

4
5
; 5

6

�
and �q=p D Œa1; a2; : : : ; am� with ai � �2 for i D

1; 2; : : : ;m.

Lemma 3.2 On Mr , up to isotopy, there are exactly j.a1C 1/.a2C 1/ � � � .amC 1/j

tight contact structures, which are all Stein fillable.

We note that Lemma 3.2 in particular says that on MnDM
�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; .5n�1/=.6n�1/

�
with n� 2 (note �.6n�1/=.5n�1/D Œ�2;�2;�2;�2;�3;�2; : : : ;�2�, where �3

is followed by n�2 �2’s) there are, up to isotopy, exactly two tight contact structures,
which are both Stein fillable. It is interesting to compare this infinite family with
its orientation-reversal one, �Mn DM

�
�1I 1

2
; 1

3
; n=.6n� 1/

�
, which has been very

instrumental in our understanding of 3–dimensional contact geometry, by work of
Etnyre and Honda [3], Lisca and Matić [28] and Ghiggini [5]. Finally, recent work
of Ghiggini and Van Horn-Morris [13], shows that on �Mn there are, up to isotopy,
exactly 1

2
n.n� 1/ tight contact structures, which are all strongly fillable but at least

one of them is not Stein fillable.

Proof Let � be a tight contact structure on MrDM
�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; p

q

�
ŠM

�
1
2
;�1

3
;�q�p

q

�
.

As above we can make singular fibers Fi Legendrian with the twisting numbers ki < 0,
then take their standard neighborhoods Vi with slope s.�Vi

/D 1=ki .

When measured in �@.M nVi/, the slopes are

s1 D�
k1

2k1C 1
; s2 D

k2C 1

3k2C 2
; s3 D

.q�p/k3C v�u

qk3C v
:
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Let A be a vertical annulus between V1 and V2 . We first consider the case when
2k1C 1¤ 3k2C 2; then the imbalance principle applies: The dividing set of A has
at least one boundary parallel arc, which bounds a bypass disk, on the V1 and/or V2

side. By attaching this bypass we can increase the twisting number k1 and/or k2 by
one because of our choice of ruling slopes (which on @V2 and @V3 are �2 and 3,
respectively) and the twist number lemma. As long as 2k1C 1 ¤ 3k2C 2, we can
continue this process of increasing twisting numbers up to k1 D�1 and k2 D 0. Next
suppose 2k1C 1D 3k2C 2 and A has no boundary parallel arcs. After cutting and
rounding A between V1 and V2 we get a neighborhood V3 of F3 such that its slope
in coordinates of @V3 , by formula (3-2), becomes

sk1
D s.�@V3

/D
.6p� 5q/k1C 3p� 2q

.5v� 6u/k1C 2v� 3u
:

This is the place that it is not necessarily true that sk1
� .p � q/=.v � u/ for all

k1 < 0. That is, it is not immediate that there is a thickening of V3 such that its slope
when measured with respect to �@.Mr nV3/ is s3 D 0. But since p=q 2Q\

�
4
5
; 5

6

�
,

p � u> 0, q � v > 0 and q�p � v�u, we still have that

.6p� 5q/k1C 3p� 2q

.5v� 6u/k1C 2v� 3u
<

6p� 5q

5v� 6u

for all k1 < 0. So, by [19, Theorem 4.16], we can find a convex neighborhood
V 0

3
� V3 of the singular fiber F3 such that s.�@V 0

3
/D .6p�5q/=.5v�6u/. This slope

becomes 1
6

when measured in coordinates of �@.Mr nV 0
3
/. We now take a vertical

annulus between V1 and V 0
3

. Note that as long as n1 � �4 we have j2n1C 1j > 6

and hence the convex annulus will have a bypass on the V1 side. By the twist number
lemma attaching this bypass will increase the twisting n1 to �3. Similarly we can
increase the twisting n2 to �2. So, slopes in the coordinates of �@.M nVi/ become
s1 D�

3
5

, s2 D
1
4

and s3 D
1
6

. Observe that yet another vertical annulus A between
V1 and V2 will result in bypasses which allow us to thicken V1 and V2 so that
their boundary slopes become s1 D �1 and s2 D 0. At this point we can assume
that the vertical annulus A has no boundary parallel arcs in its dividing set because
t.�/ < 0 for any tight structure on Mr . We cut along A and round the corners of
.M n V1 [ V2 [A/. Now @.M n V1 [ V2 [A/ is smoothly isotopic to @.M n V3/

and has slope 0, by the edge rounding lemma. Since the solid tori V1 and V2 have
boundary slopes A�1

1
.�1; 1/D�1 and A�1

2
.1; 0/D1, respectively, they are standard

neighborhoods of Legendrian (singular) fibers. So each carries a unique tight contact
structure. On the other hand, since A�1

3
.1; 0/D .p�q/=.v�u/ and, by the second part
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Tight small Seifert fibered manifolds with e0 D�2 15

of Lemma 3.1, .p�q/=.v�u/D Œam; am�1; : : : ; a2; a1C1�, we conclude by using the
classification of tight contact structures on solid tori [19, Theorem 2.3] that V3 admits
exactly j.amC1/.am�1C1/ � � � .a2C1/.a1C1/j tight contact structures. Therefore, as
explained in Section 3.3, Mr admits exactly j.amC1/.am�1C1/ � � � .a2C1/.a1C1/j

tight contact structures, up to isotopy, which are all Stein fillable.

We now return to the general case. Note that sk1
< Aq3=Cv3 for every k1 < 0, so

there is a convex neighborhood V 0
3

of F3 such that s.�@V 0
3
/ D Aq3=Cv3 . Now the

slope, when measured in �@.M nV 0
3
/, becomes

s3 D

�
q3 v3

q3�p3 v3�u3

��
Cv3

Aq3

�
D

p1

q1

C
p2

q2

� 1> 0:

Step I Assume first that q1 D q2 D q ; we then have s1 D .�p1k1�u1/=.qk1C v1/,
s2 D ..q�p2/k2C .v2�u2//=.qk2C v2/ and s3 D .p1Cp2� q/=q . Put a vertical
annulus between V1 and V 0

3
. One can easily see that jqk1Cvj> q whenever k1 <�1.

So by the imbalance principle there are bypasses on the V1 side. By the twist number
lemma from [19] we can increase the twisting number k1 up to �1. Similarly we
can increase the twisting number k2 up to �1. So, with this thickening at hand the
slopes become s1 D .p1�u1/=.v1� q/ and s2 D .p2� qC v2�u2/=.v2� q/. Now
a vertical annulus between V1 and V2 will have boundary parallel arcs in its dividing
set, and hence bypasses, if jv1 � qj ¤ jv2 � qj. Attaching those bypasses we either
obtain that s1D�1 and s2D 0 or v1D v2 . If the former happens then we are done by
Section 3.3. So we can assume without loss of generality that v1D v2D v . This time a
vertical annulus between V1 and V 0

3
, as jv� qj< q , by the imbalance principle, must

yield bypasses on the V 0
3

side. Attaching those bypasses and tracing their effect via the
Farey tessellation we eventually get first that s3 D 1=q0 and then a further bypass —
which is still available as 0< .p1Cp2� q/=q < s2 — gives that s3 D 0. Now, using
Section 3.3, we obtain the desired classification.

Step II Assume now that q1 ¤ q2 . So, s3 D .p1q2Cp2q1 � q1q2/=q1q2 > 0. We
now put a vertical annulus between V1 and V 0

3
. Since jq1k1C v1j> q1q2 whenever

k1 < �q2 , by the imbalance principle there are bypasses on the V1 side which, by the
twist number lemma from [19] increase the twisting number k1 up to �q2 . Similarly
we can increase the twisting number k2 up to �q1 and the slopes become s1 D

.p1q2Cu1/=.q1q2�v1/ and s2D .q1q2�q1p2Cu2�v2/=.q1q2�v2/. If v1¤ v2 ,
then jv1 � q1q2j ¤ jv2 � q1q2j. So a vertical annulus between V1 and V2 will have
bypasses. Once again by the twist number lemma we increase the twisting numbers
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k1 and k2 up to �q2C l and �q1C k for 1� l � q2� 1 and 1� k � q1� 1. As in
Step I above, from this we either obtain that s1 D�1 and s2 D 0, and are done with
the proof or v1 D v2 D v . In the latter case we have jv� q1q2j D jv� q1q2j ¤ q1q2 .
Hence a vertical annulus between V1 (or V2 ) and V 0

3
will produce bypasses on the V 0

3

side that changes its slopes, again referring to the Farey tessellation, to a sequence of
fractions ending at 1=q0 for some q0. Since jv�q1q2j ¤ q0 is still the case, we get one
more bypass, and conclude that s3D 0. By using Section 3.3, the desired classification
is obtained. This completes the proof of (2).

Proof of (3) We substitute p1=q1 D
1
2

, p2=q2 D
2
3

and p3=q3 D k=.k C 1/ to
obtain that the slopes si for i D 1; 2; 3, measured with respect to �@.M n Vi/, are
s1 D �n1=.2n1C 1/, s2 D .n2C 1/=.3n2C 2/ and s3 D .n3C 1/=..kC 1/n3C k/.
Moreover, the new boundary slope, after cutting and rounding a standard vertical
annulus between V1 and V2 , for @V3 , by formula (3-2), is

sn1
D�

.k � 5/n1C k � 2

.k � 6/n1C k � 3
:

Recall we assumed that k � 6. There are several cases to consider. If k � 8, then
it is easy to see that sn1

� �1 for all n1 < 0. In particular, there exists a neighbor-
hood V 0

3
� V3 with boundary slope s.�@V 0

3
/ D �1. When measured with respect

to �@.M n V 0
3
/, the slope becomes 0. Now, by the argument in Section 3.3 (note

.p3� q3/=.v3�u3/D�1), we finish the proof. When k D 6 or 7, one needs more
care. For example it is not true that we can find a convex neighborhood of F3 with the
boundary slope �1 for all n1 < 0. In some sense this is the primary reason that we
cannot extend our classification to include all the values of the Seifert invariants pi=qi .
Indeed, in the next section we will exhibit an infinite family of examples for which
the classification is very different than what we have in Theorem 1.1. Nevertheless,
for k D 6; 7, it is easy to check that, similar to the arguments as in Lemma 3.2, the
classification can be obtained as claimed (indeed k D 6 corresponds to n D 1 in
Theorem 1.2).

This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

4 Proof of Theorem 1.2

Let Mn denote the manifold M
�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; .5nC 1/=.6nC 1/

�
. The proof starts by

explaining why Mn has at most 1
2
n.nC 1/ tight contact structures. This first part
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is a classic convex surface theory argument as in [3; 37; 7; 10; 11; 13]. The second
part is devoted to detecting the claimed number of tight contact structures, which
makes an essential use of the contact invariants in Heegaard Floer homology with
twisted coefficients. We refer the reader to [13, Section 3] for basics of Heegaard Floer
homology with twisted coefficients. We still assume the terminology from the previous
section.

4.1 Upper bound

We prove that Mn admits at most 1
2
n.nC1/ tight contact structures, up to isotopy, for

any n� 1. The manifold Mn can also be described as M
�

1
2
;�1

3
;�n=.6nC 1/

�
. In

particular, we can decompose the manifold Mn as

Mn Š .†�S1/[.A1[A2[A3/ .V1[V2[V3/;

where the attaching maps Ai D @Vi!�@.†�S1/i are given by

A1 D

�
2 1

�1 0

�
; A2 D

�
3 2

1 1

�
; A3 D

�
6nC 1 6

n 1

�
:

Lemma 4.1 The manifold Mn admits at most 1
2
n.nC 1/ tight contact structures up

to isotopy for any n� 1.

Proof We would like to first determine the maximal twisting number of tight contact
structures on Mn . It was proven first by Wu in [37] that any tight contact structure �
on small Seifert fibered spaces with e0 D�2 has negative maximal twisting number.
In particular, this fact applies to each tight contact structure on Mn .

Claim 4.2 Let � be a tight contact structure on Mn . Then the maximal twisting
number is tw.�/D�6k � 1 for some k with 0� k � n� 1.

Proof As practiced in the previous sections, we want to use a vertical annulus between
the standard neighborhoods V1 or V2 and Legendrian regular fiber L with maximal
twisting number to produce bypasses on the V1 or V2 side, and hence normalize/thicken
these neighborhoods as much as we can. Then, based on their slopes we determine the
twisting number of potential tight contact structures that permit those slopes.

Let tw.�/D�t < 0, and L be a Legendrian regular fiber with tw.L; �/D�t . After
some small isotopy, we can arrange the decomposition above so that the neighborhoods
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Vi of the singular fibers Fi and L do not intersect. The slopes of the standard
neighborhoods are �1=mi . When measured in �@.Mn nVi/ they become

s1 D�
m1

2m1C 1
; s2 D

m2C 1

3m2C 2
; s3 D

nm3C 1

.6nC 1/m3C 6
:

Let A be a vertical annulus whose boundary is a vertical curve on the V1 side and the
Legendrian regular fiber L. Then the dividing set of A will have boundary parallel arcs
(hence bypasses) on the �@.M nV1/ side whenever 2m1C 1< �t . Those bypasses
will potentially increase the twisting number m1 . More precisely, as the ruling slope on
@V1 is �2, by the twist number lemma from [19] and the choice of L, we can increase
m1 incrementally up to either 2m1 C 1 D �t or m1 D �1. Similarly, m2 can be
increased up to either 3m1C2D�t or m2 D�1. In particular, there is a nonnegative
integer k satisfying m1 D �3k � 1, m2 D �2k � 1 and t D 6k C 1. Let A be a
vertical annulus between V1 and V2 . Note that the dividing set of A cannot have any
boundary parallel arcs because of the maximality of �t . We can cut along A and round
the corners to get a smooth manifold Mn nV1[V2[A such that @.Mn nV1[V2[A/
is smoothly isotopic to @.M nV3/. Moreover, by the edge rounding lemma from [19]
we compute its slope as

s.�@.MnnV1[V2[A//D�
m1

2m1C 1
C

m2C 1

3m2C 2
�

1

2m1C 1
D�

k

6kC 1
:

When measured in @V3 ,

s.�@V3
/DA�1

3 .6kC 1; k/D�nC k:

We show that k � n is impossible. To this end, suppose k � n, which then implies
t D 6kC1� 6nC1 and that there is a neighborhood V 0

3
of F3 such that s.�@V 0

3
/D1.

When measured with respect to �@.Mn n V 0
3
/ this slope becomes 1

6
, contradicting

t � 6nC 1 whenever n � 1. Indeed, in this case a Legendrian ruling curve fiber on
�@.Mn nV 0

3
/ will have twisting �6. Therefore, we obtain that tw.�/D�6k � 1 for

some k with 0� k � n� 1, proving the claim.

Now we can decompose Mn as .Mn nV 0
3
/[V 0

3
, where .Mn nV 0

3
/ is made of V1 , V2

and a neighborhood of the annulus A. Since V1 and V2 are the standard neighborhoods
for each k , each carries a unique tight contact structure. Moreover the dividing set of A
uniquely determines a tight contact structure in the neighborhood of A. Therefore, there
is a unique tight contact structure on MnnV

0
3

relative to its boundary @.MnnV
0

3
/Š@V 0

3
.

On the other hand, V 0
3

has boundary slope �nC k , and, by [19, Theorem 4.16], it
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carries exactly n�k tight contact structures relative to its boundary. Since 0�k�n�1,
we get that the total number of tight contact structures on Mn is at most 1

2
n.nC1/.

4.2 Lower bound

We take M1 to be the 3–manifold obtained by smooth 0–surgery along the left-handed
trefoil knot; see Figure 4. This is the small Seifert fibered manifold M

�
�2I 1

2
; 2

3
; 5

6

�
,

which also has the structure of a torus bundle over the circle as

M1 D T 2
� Œ0; 1�=�A;

where .x; 1/D .Ax; 0/ and A is the diffeomorphism of T 2 given by

AD

�
0 �1

1 1

�
:

Recall that the homotopy class of an oriented tangent 2–plane field � on a 3–manifold
M with c1.�/ torsion is determined by two invariants [17, Theorem 4.16]: the spinc –
structure s� induced by � and an invariant1 �.�/ 2 Z defined by

�.�/D c2
1.X;J /� 3�.X /� 2�.X /;

for any almost-complex 4–manifold .X;J / with @X DM and such that � is the field
of complex tangencies TM \ J.TM /. Here �.X / is the Euler characteristic and
�.X / is the signature. If H1.M / has no 2–torsion (this is true for example for the
manifold M1 ), then c1.�/ does determine the s� .

The classification of tight contact structures on M1 , up to isotopy/homotopy, and their
fillability are well understood. The following theorem summarizes them:

Theorem 4.3 M1 admits an infinite family of vertical tight contact structures f�ig1iD0

such that :

(1) [20, Theorem 0.1; 15] They have the Giroux torsion Tor.�i/D i , and hence
are pairwise nonisotopic. Moreover , any other tight structure on M1 is isotopic
to �i for some i .

(2) [20, Theorem 0.1; 15] All are homotopic with �.�i/D 4 (note that c1.�i/D 0

for all i � 0).

(3) [20, Theorem 0.1; 15] All are weakly fillable.

1This is related to d3.�/ in some other references. We will stick with Gompf’s notation. The two are
related by 4d3.�/D �.�/ .
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F 0

K F

0

@
�

�2 �2 �2 �2 �2 �2 �2 �2

�2

Figure 4

(4) [4] The contact structure �0 is Stein (and hence strongly) fillable, while
for i > 0, �i is not strongly fillable.

(5) [9, Theorem 1] The contact invariants c.�i/ have degree �1
4
�.�i/�

1
2

. They,
with untwisted coefficients , are all zero for i > 0, while with twisted coefficients
all are nonzero and pairwise different for i � 0.

Since the contact structures �i are all vertical, the knot

F 0 D 0� Œ0; 1�=�A

is tangent to �i for all i . If we use the Seifert fibration structure on M1 , ie the surgery
description in Figure 4, then the knot F 0 is topologically isotopic to a meridian of
the left-handed trefoil. The manifold M1 can also be described as the boundary of
E9 plumbing, from which we obtain its unique Stein fillable contact structure. If F

denotes the image of F 0 under this isotopy and F 0 has a framing, say f , then F has
framing f C 1.

Lemma 4.4 [6, Lemma 3.5] There exists a framing on F such that tw.F; �i/D�i�1.
Moreover, smooth .�n�1/–surgery along F gives Mn .

Let Fi;j denote the Legendrian knot obtained from F by applying n�i�1 stabilizations
such that the rotation number r.Fi;j ; �i/D j , where 0� i � n�1 and jj j � n� i �1

with j � nC 1� i .mod 2/. Finally, let �n
i;j denote tight contact structures on Mn

obtained by Legendrian surgery along Fi;j in .M1; �i/. Altogether we have 1
2
n.nC1/

tight structures on Mn , and for which we claim:

Lemma 4.5 For each pair .i; j / where 0 � i � n � 1 and jj j � n � i � 1 and
j � nC 1 � i .mod 2/, the contact structures �n

i;j as described above are pairwise
nonisotopic. More precisely, we show that :
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( )

�1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1 �1

�1

�1

1
2
.n� 1� j /

zigzags

n o
1
2
.n� 1C j /

zigzags

Figure 5: Stein fillable tight contact structures �n
0;j on Mn .

(1) If �.n� i � 1/� j1; j2 � n� i � 1 and jm � nC 1� i .mod 2/ for mD 1; 2

and j1 ¤ j2 , then �n
i;j1

and �n
i;j2

are not isotopic.

(2) The contact structures �n
i1;j1

and �n
i2;j2

are not isotopic whenever i1 ¤ i2 and
�.n� im� 1/� jm � n� im� 1 for mD 1; 2.

Note that since Legendrian surgery preserves fillability, we obtain that all �n
i;j are

weakly fillable and hence tight. Among them, each �n
0;j

— see Figure 5 — is Stein
fillable (as �0 is Stein fillable) and we explicitly calculate that �.�n

0;j
/D 2. All other

tight structures �n
i;j for i > 0 can be made at least strongly fillable because Mn is

an integral homology sphere. By work of Lisca and Matić [28], we have that for any
n� 1, the tight contact structures �n

0;j
are pairwise nonisotopic. Moreover, by work

of Plamenevskaya [36, Section 3] the contact invariants c.�n
0;j
/ 2bHF.�1/.�Mn/ are

linearly independent over Z. Since bHF.�1/.�Mn/Š Zn [32, Section 8.1], we obtain
that bHF.�1/.�Mn/Š hc.�

n
0;�nC1

/; c.�n
0;�nC3

/; : : : ; c.�n
0;n�1

/i.

Moreover, by the second part of Lemma 4.5, and its proof below, we will be able to
conclude that indeed the contact structures �n

i;j all are homotopic with � D 2.

Proof of Lemma 4.5 We prove the first part of the lemma in Step I and the second
part in Step II.

Step I This will follow from applying a result of Wu [38, Theorem 1.4(1)]. The actual
result of Wu is much stronger, but here we state a simplified version.

Theorem 4.6 (Wu) Let .M; �/ be a tight contact 3–manifold and L a Legendrian
knot in it. Fix integers s and pr for r D 1; 2 such that 0 � pr � s . Let Lr be the
Legendrian knot constructed from L by pr positive stabilizations and s�pr negative
stabilizations. Then the Legendrian surgeries on Lr give two contact structures �1
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and �2 on the same ambient 3–manifold M 0. Assume �1 and �2 are isotopic. If
.M; �/ is weakly filled by a symplectic 4–manifold .W; !/ and L is nullhomologous
in W , then p1 D p2 .

In our case .M; �/ will be taken to be the contact manifold .M1; �i/, where i � 0 is
fixed. The Legendrian link L will be taken to be the Legendrian knot F � .M1; �i/,
and hence Lr D Fi;j . Now note that the parameter j in our description means
r.Fi;j / D j, where jj j � n� i � 1 and j � nC 1� i .mod 2/. When n and i are
fixed, the parameters j and p , where p as in Theorem 4.6 stands for the number of
positive stabilizations on F and ranges in 0� p � n� i � 1, determine one another.
Indeed, given p , the corresponding j value will be j D�.n� i � 1/C 2p .

Next we want to show that .M1; �i/ for all i � 0 has a simply connected weak
symplectic filling .W; !/. In [2, Propositions 15 and 16] a weak symplectic filling
.W; !/ for .M1; �i/ for all i � 0 is constructed (and it is interesting to note that weak
fillings constructed by Ding and Geiges for .M; �i/ are really all the same symplectic
manifold, which fills them all simultaneously). Moreover, in the same reference it was
proven, by an explicit construction, that there is a Lefschetz fibration W !D2 with
generic torus fibers and monodromy A 2 SL2.Z/ that determines the torus bundle on
the boundary. We show that this W is simply connected. To this end, first observe
that the monodromy A 2 SL2.Z/ of M1 satisfies AD .ab/5 , where a and b are a
generating set for SL2.Z/ given as

AD

�
0 �1

1 1

�
; aD

�
1 0

�1 1

�
; b D

�
1 1

0 1

�
:

From this we obtain that the Lefschetz fibration W ! D2 has ten singular fibers,
and the vanishing cycles a and b corresponding to these singular points induce a
Z–basis for �1.T

2/. Because of this latter observation and the short exact sequence
�1.T

2/ ! �1.W / ! �1.D
2/ D 0 induced by T 2 ,! W ! D2 , we obtain that

�1.W /D 0. Another, and possibly shorter, way to see that W is simply connected
is that W is actually diffeomorphic to the complement of a cusp fiber in the elliptic
surface E.1/ (this is by the fact that .ab/6 D 1 and that ab represents a cusp fiber),
and this latter is known to be simply connected (eg [12, Exercise 7.3.21(b)]). Now
Theorem 4.6 applies to prove that if �.n� i � 1/ � j1; j2 � n� i � 1 with jm �

nC 1� i .mod 2/ for mD 1; 2 and j1 ¤ j2 , then �n
i;j1

and �n
i;j2

are not isotopic.

Step II As will be evident below, for our purpose here we are interested in the
Ozsváth–Szabó contact classes with twisted coefficients, and their behavior under
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Legendrian surgery. Let .Y; t/ be a closed, connected, oriented spinc 3–manifold;
Ozsváth and Szabó in [33; 35] defined the Heegaard Floer homology with twisted
coefficients bHF.Y; tIM /, whose coefficients form a module M over ZŒH 1.Y /�. If
this module is M D Z with the trivial action of H 1.Y /, then one obtains the usual
Heegaard Floer homology bHF.Y; t/. Moreover, to a cobordism V from Y0 to Y1 they
associated a morphism between bHF.Y0; t/ and bHF.Y1; t/. One needs to pay extra
attention in the twisted case, as the groups are usually modules over different rings.
Regardless, in [35, Theorem 3.8] it was proven that the cobordism V with a spinc

structure s 2 Spinc.V / induces an anti-ZŒH 1.Y0/�–linear map

FV;sW
cHF.Y0; tIM /! cHF.Y1; tIM.V //

which is well defined up to sign. Here M.V / is the coefficient module induced from M

by the cobordism. The equivalence class of such a map is denoted by ŒFW ;s�. We refer
to [33; 35; 23; 13] for more details. Moreover, to a contact structure � on Y , one
associates a class c.�IM / 2bHF.Y; t� IM /, where t� is the spinc structure induced
by � . This element is well defined up to sign and multiplication by invertible elements
of ZŒH 1.Y /�, and Œc.�;M /� will denote its equivalence class. In [34], Ozsváth and
Szabó proved that Œc.�;M /� is an isotopy invariant of � , and that if c1.�/ is a torsion
class (which is the case for �i on M1 for all i � 0), then Œc.�;M /� is a set of
homogeneous elements of degree �1

4
�.�/� 1

2
. We refer to [13, Section 3] for further

and helpful details relevant to contact classes with twisted coefficients, for example
where the following theorem [13, Theorem 3.6], due to Ghiggini, is stated:

Theorem 4.7 (Ghiggini) Let .Y0; �0/ and .Y1; �1/ be two contact manifolds, and
.V;J / be the Stein cobordism induced by a Legendrian surgery on a Legendrian link
in Y0 . If t is the canonical spinc –structure on V for the complex structure J, then

ŒFV;s.c.�1;M //�D

�
Œc.�0;M.V //� if sD t;

0 if s¤ t:

We want to emphasize that for our purpose here M will be assumed to be F and
M.V / is F ŒH 1.M1/�

Recall the contact structures �n
i;j are obtained by Legendrian surgery along the Legen-

drian knot Fi;j � .M1; �i/. Let V be the corresponding cobordism from .M1; �i/

to .Mn; �
n
i;j /. Applying Theorem 4.7, we obtain that

(4-1) ŒFV .c.�
n
i;j //�D Œc.�i/�:
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We note that the map FV induced by the various Legendrian surgeries are all associated
to the same smooth manifold V , ie FW does not depend on i . Now it is proven in
[8, Theorem 2] that the equivalence classes of contact invariants Œc.�i/� with twisted
coefficients all are nonzero and pairwise different for i � 0. Therefore we obtain that
�n

i1;j1
and �n

i2;j2
are not isotopic whenever i1¤ i2 and �.n� im�1/� jm� n� im�1

with jm � nC1� i .mod 2/ for mD 1; 2. We would like to emphasize again that the
use of contact classes here with twisted coefficients is crucial as the contact classes
c.�i/ with untwisted coefficients are all zero for i > 0 [9, Theorem 1].

Finally, since �i are all homotopic with �.�i/ D 4, and hence their contact classes
have degree �1

2
�.�i/�

1
2
D�

3
2

(see Theorem 4.3(2)–(3)), and since (4-1) holds, we
obtain via the degree-shift formula in Heegaard Floer homology [32] that �n

i;j are all
homotopic with �.�n

i;j /D 2.

4.3 Strongly fillable but not Stein fillable structures

Lemma 4.8 The manifold Mn for n � 1 even admits at least 1
2
n tight contact

structures which are strongly fillable but not Stein fillable.

Proof We claim the tight contact structures �n
i;0

are not Stein fillable for 0< i � n�1

with i � n�1 .mod 2/. The proof we present here is very parallel to beautiful work of
Ghiggini in [5]. Let J denote the conjugation map in Heegaard Floer homology bHF
with coefficients in F D Z=2Z. We recall that, by work of Plamenevskaya [36,
Section 3] the contact invariants c.�n

0;j
/ 2bHF.�1/.�Mn/ are linearly independent

over F and, since bHF.�1/.�Mn/Š Fn [32, Section 8.1], we obtain thatcHF.�1/.�Mn/Š hc.�
n
0;�nC1/; c.�

n
0;�nC3/; : : : ; c.�

n
0;n�1/i:

Moreover, it is easy to see from the surgery description in Figure 5 that the contact
structure �n

0;j
DJ .�n

0;j
/ is isotopic to �n

0;�j
, and �n

i;0
is isotopic to its conjugate for each

0� i �n�1 with i �n�1 .mod 2/ (see also [6, Lemma 3.8]). Therefore, since c.�n
i;0
/

are fixed points of the action J on bHF.�1/.�Mn/, we conclude that c.�n
i;0
/ is a linear

combination of elements of the form c.�n
0;j
/Cc.�n

0;�j
/ for j D�nC1;�nC3; : : : ; n�1

(and we note j D 0 is not possible as n is assumed to be even).

All in place, we are ready to finish the proof. Suppose .Xi ;Ji/ is a Stein filling of
.Mn; �

n
i;0
/. If ti denotes the canonical Spinc structure of .Xi ;Ji/, then .Xi ;�Ji/ is a

Stein filling of .Mn; �
n
i;0
/ and xti is the canonical Spinc structure of .Xi ;�Ji/. Now,

we puncture the Stein filling .Xi ;Ji/ and view it as a Stein cobordism from �Mn
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to S3 . Because �n
i;0
Š �n

i;0
, we get that FC

Xi ;ti
.c.�n

i;0
//D FC

Xi ;xti
.c.�n

i;0
//D c.�std/¤ 0.

In particular, by [36, Theorem 4] we conclude that ti is isomorphic to its conjugate xti
(see also [5, Theorem 4.1]) and FC

Xi ;ti
.c.�n

i;0
// is a generator of HFC.S3/Š F . On the

other hand, by using the fact that the conjugation homomorphism J has trivial action
on HFC.S3/ and the observations above, we conclude that the map FC

Xi ;ti
evaluates

on each c.�n
0;j
/C c.�n

0;�j
/ as

FC
Xi ;ti

.c.�n
0;j /C c.�n

0;�j //D 2FC
Xi ;ti

.c.�n
0;j //D 0:

In particular, we end up with the contradiction that FC
Xi ;ti

.c.�n
i;0
//D0. Thus, .Mn; �

n
i;0
/

when n is even cannot be Stein fillable for any 0< i � n� 1 with i � n� 1 .mod 2/.
This counts to the total of 1

2
n strongly fillable tight structures on Mn that are not Stein

fillable.
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